GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

A. 090 REQUIREMENTS (all) *Note: Exemption rules may apply
   • ENG-0090 Basic Writing Skills 0cr ENGL-
   • MA-0090 Basic Algebra 0cr MATH-

B. FOUNDATIONS OF KNOWLEDGE - 12 SH
   • COM-1101 Oral Communication 3cr SPCH-1080
   • Written Communication (6SH) 3cr ENGL-1010
   • ENG-3313 3cr ENGL-1020
   • First Year Seminar -- waived w/24+ tr cr--

C. APPROACHES TO KNOWLEDGE – 18-20 SH
   • Humanities (6SH) *See Gen Ed Chart
   • Natural and Physical Sciences (3-4SH) *See Gen Ed Chart
   • Social Science and Behavioral Sciences (6SH) *See Gen Ed Chart
   • Mathematics (3-4SH) *See Gen Ed Chart

D. UNITY & DIVERSITY OF HUMANITY – 12 SH
   • Global Perspectives (6SH) *See Gen Ed Chart
   • Option 1: Language other than Eng. must be two consecutive courses of the same language
   • Option 2: Western and Non-Western Global Cultures courses must have a different prefix
   • 2 of 3 Themes (6cr from 2 strands) *See Gen Ed Chart
   • 1. Ethics & Civic Responsibility
   • 2. Sustainability
   • 3. Arts and Human Experience

E. GEN ED ELECTIVES (9 upper division credits)
   • ENG-3313 ENGL-1020
   • PSY-3310 PSYC-2201

F. CAPSTONE PROJECT

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS – 38-53 cr

I. Major 1
   Group 1:
   • PSY-1101 Intro Gen Psych 3cr PSYC-1101
   • PSY-1151 Orientation to Psych -- waived w/45+ tr cr--
   • PSY-2206 Research Meth I 3cr PSYC-2206
   • PSY-3353 Career Planning 3315 UD
   • PSY-4490 Senior Seminar 3315 UD

II. Major 2
   Group 1:
   • PSY-2201 Psychological Assessment 3315 UD
   • PSY-3290 Life Span Development 3315 UD
   • PSY-3310 Social Psychology 3cr PSYC-2201 UD
   • PSY-3391 Psychological Disorders 3cr PSYC-2215 UD
   Group 2: Take one of the following:
   • PSY-3350 Learning and Cognition
   • PSY-3355 Health Psychology 3315 UD

III. Major 3 (Take 6 upper division credits PSY electives)
   • PSYC-2207, PSYC-2208, PSYC-2214

IV. Major 4 (Take 3 credits psy electives, any level)
   • PSY-2239

Free Electives:

* A maximum of 67 credits are transferable from two-year institutions.
* 50% of major credits must be completed at Mansfield University.
* 25% of overall degree credits must be completed at Mansfield University.

*This is an unofficial evaluation of transfer credits. Degree requirements are subject to change without written notice.
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